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Abstract
Tropical cloud clusters (TCCs) play a critical role in sustaining tropical large-scale systems and are traditionally viewed as
precursors for tropical cyclone (TC) genesis. This study focuses on the decadal changes in genesis productivity (GP), e.g.
the efficiency of TCCs developing into TCs, and shows a significant decrease in GP over the western North Pacific (WNP)
basin since 1998, when a climate regime change occurred. The significant decrease in TC frequency and the significant
increase in TCCs, especially over the eastern region of the WNP basin, have combined to result in a reduced GP since
1998. These changes are dependent on the combined changes in large-scale atmospheric-oceanic conditions over the WNP
basin. A decadal change in vertical wind shear, especially over the eastern portion of the WNP basin, appears to be the most
important contributor to the recent decrease in GP. Increased vertical wind shear suppresses TC genesis but enhances the
frequency of TCCs. Secondary positive contributions to the recent decrease in GP are from local sea surface temperatures
(SSTs) and low-level relative vorticity. These positive contributions to the recent decrease in GP are partly cancelled out
by a negative contribution from enhanced mid-relative moisture. Changes in these large-scale conditions associated with
the recent decrease in GP over the WNP basin since 1998 are closely related to the weakening monsoon circulation and the
westward shift of the tropical upper-tropospheric trough over the WNP. This is likely related to the changes observed in
tropical SST anomalies around the globe.
Keywords Tropical cloud cluster · Genesis productivity · Tropical cyclones · Western North Pacific · Pacific climate regime
shift
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Tropical cloud clusters (TCCs) are traditionally defined as
synoptic-scale areas of deep convection and associated cirrus outflow composed of mesoscale convective systems.
TCCs release large amounts of latent heat to sustain largescale tropical systems and are generally viewed as necessary
precursors for tropical cyclones (TCs) (McBride and Zehr
1981; Lee 1989; Hennon et al. 2011, 2013). Under favorable environmental conditions, a TCC can develop into a TC
(Gray 1998). Enhanced understanding of the relationship
between TCCs and TCs on various time scales, as well as
the associated physical mechanisms, have important implications for both short-term predictions as well as long-term
climate projections of TCs. This improved understand consequently has the potential to mitigate societal impacts from
TCs.
Large-scale atmospheric-oceanic environmental conditions are critical for the formation and development of
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both TCCs and TCs (Williams and Houze 1987; Mapes and
Houze 1993; Mohr and Zipser 1996; Chen et al. 1996; Gray
1998; Nesbitt et al. 2000; Kerns and Chen 2013; Hennon
et al. 2011, 2013). For example, over the western North
Pacific (WNP) basin, vigorous southeast–northwest-oriented
wave trains along the monsoon trough favor TCCs. This
monsoon trough is also a productive area for TC genesis
(Holland 1995; Chen et al. 2008; Wu and Duan 2014; Wu
et al. 2015a, b; Zhao et al. 2016). Generally, formation and
development of TCs and TCCs share common large-scale
environmental factors, such as large low-level relative vorticity, high mid-level relative humidity and warm sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) (Gray 1968; McBride and Zehr 1981;
Perrone and Lowe 1986; DeMaria et al. 2001; Hennon and
Hobgood 2003; Hennon et al. 2005; Kerns and Zipser 2009;
Fu et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2010). For example, McBride
and Zehr (1981) found little difference in temperature and
moisture between TCCs that developed into TCs and those
that did not develop into TCs. Vertical wind shear was found
to be one of the most important factors for discriminating
developing systems from non-developing ones, with lower
vertical wind shear tending to favor TCs but relatively larger
vertical wind shear tending to favor TCCs (Zehr 1992; Gray
1998; Kerns and Zipser 2009; Kerns and Chen 2013).
Many studies have investigated the nature of TCCs and
their associations with TCs on synoptic-to-mesoscale timescales (Williams and Houze 1987; Mapes and Houze 1993;
Chen et al. 1996; Mohr and Zipser 1996; Nesbitt et al.
2000; Kerns and Chen 2013). However, how the association between TCCs and TCs changes on longer time scales
has been investigated much less frequently. One of the most
important reasons is the lack of a long-period TCC dataset. Based upon the available new global, gridded satellite
infrared (IR) dataset and the global TC best track dataset
(International Best Track Archive for Climate Stewardship-IBTrACS; Knapp et al. 2010), Hennon et al. (2011)
developed an objective tracking algorithm based upon the
characteristics of atmospheric convection to identify global
TCCs from 1982 to 2009. They also tracked the transition
from TCCs into TCs. The longer-period global TCC dataset
for the period from 1982 to 2009 provides a good chance to
expand earlier efforts on synoptic-scale to mesoscale characterization by investigating inter-annual and inter-decadal
variations of the association between TCCs and TCs. Hennon et al. (2013) conducted a follow-up study on the interannual and inter-decadal variability of both global and
regional genesis productivity (GP). Teng et al. (2014) used
Gridded Satellite (GridSat) data to track July–October TCCs
over the western North Pacific (WNP) basin from 1981 to
2009 (as in Hennon et al. 2011) and further investigated
the influence of El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO) on
TCCs and their GP. On the inter-decadal time scale, Hennon
et al. (2013) pointed out a significant decrease in GP over the
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WNP basin since 1998, but no detailed analysis of the recent
significant decrease of GP over the WNP was conducted.
A significant reduction in TC frequency over the WNP
basin since the late 1990s has been well documented in previous studies (Maue 2011; Liu and Chan 2013, Hsu et al.
2014; Zhao and Wang 2016, 2018; Hu et al. 2018; Zhao et al.
2018). These studies mainly attribute inter-decadal changes
in the large-scale environment associated with the Pacific
climate regime shift since 1998 to the recent decrease in TC
counts over the WNP basin. Given the significant reduction
in GP over the WNP basin since 1998 (Hennon et al. 2013),
we pose the question: what has caused the reduction in GP
over the WNP basin since the late 1990s? Also, what is the
relative importance of large-scale factors in decreasing the
GP during recent decades over the WNP basin?
The rest of this study is arranged as follows. Section 2
describes the datasets and the methodology used. Section 3
gives statistical analyses of changes in GP over the WNP
basin prior to 1998 and since 1998. Section 4 investigates
the changes in large-scale environmental factors as well as
their relative importance. Section 4 also explores plausible
physical explanations. A summary is given in Sect.5.

2 Data and methods
2.1 TCC and TC datasets and definition of genesis
productivity
We use global TCC data from the dataset described in Hennon et al. (2011, 2013). TCCs were objectively identified
by GridSat-calibrated IR data with 8-km spatial resolution
(Knapp et al. 2011) based on the characteristics of atmospheric convection, including size, shape, and persistence.
Developing TCCs or those clusters that formed into a TC are
identified by comparing their locations with the IBTrACS
dataset (Knapp et al. 2010). Further details on the identification of TCCs and TCs can be found in Hennon et al. (2011,
2013). The TC formation location is defined as the latitude
and longitude when a TC for the first time reached tropical
storm intensity (17.2 m s−1).
GP is used to measure the efficiency of TCCs developing
into TCs, calculated as in Hennon et al. (2013), given by the
following expression:

GP =

TC(IBTrACs)
× 100%
TCC(total)

(1)

2.2 Large‑scale atmospheric and oceanic datasets
Atmospheric fields were obtained from the NCEP-DOE
(National Centers for Environmental Prediction-Department of Energy) AMIP-II monthly Reanalysis products
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(Kanamitsu et al. 2002), which has a horizontal resolution of
2.5°∉2.5° in longitude and latitude and 17 standard pressure
levels. Vertical wind shear was calculated as the magnitude
of the wind vector difference between 850hPa and 200hPa.
The SST dataset used was the Extended Reconstructed SST
version 3b (ERSST v3b) (Smith et al. 2008), which has a
horizontal resolution of 2.0°∉2.0° in longitude and latitude.

2.3 Diagnostic tool for the role of environmental
factors
The Genesis Potential Index (GPI) from Emanuel and Nolan
(2004) is adopted to diagnose the importance of the environmental factors controlling the recent decrease of GP over
the WNP basin, and is given by the following expression:
3
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(2)
where 𝜉 represents the absolute vorticity ( s−1) at 850hPa,
H represents the relative humidity (%) at 600hPa, and Vpot
represents the potential intensity (PI) (m s −1) that provides a
theoretical upper bound on TC intensity under given specific
environmental thermodynamic conditions. Details on the PI
computation can be found in Bister and Emanuel (2002).
Vshear is the vertical wind shear, computed as the magnitude of the vector difference between winds at 850hPa and
200hPa (m s −1). The GPI was originally proposed to represent TC genesis potential by Emanuel and Nolan (2004).
Studies have suggested that the GPI can capture the variability of TC genesis at various time scales including interdecadal (Zhao et al. 2018, Hsu et al. 2014), inter-annual
(Camargo et al. 2007; Tippett et al. 2011; Zhao and Raga
2014) and intra-seasonal (Camargo et al. 2009; Huang et al.
2011; Jiang et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2015a, b, 2016, 2017,
2018; Zhao and Wu 2017). We show later that the GPI also
successfully captures the recent decrease of GP over the
WNP basin.
Following Camargo et al. (2007), and in order to further investigate the separate role of each of the four factors
included in the GPI in determining the recent decrease in
GP over the WNP basin, the GPI is calculated by varying
one variable at a time and keeping the other three variables
at their climatological values (1982–2009). These terms are
referred to as GPI-RH, GPI-VOR, GPI-Shear, and GPI-PI,
respectively, indicating the distinct contribution of midlevel relative humidity, low-level absolute vorticity, vertical
wind shear and PI. The GPI with all four variables varying
simultaneously is referred to as GPI-Total. Although the net
anomaly cannot be described as the sum of the contributions from the four factors included in the GPI due to its
nonlinearity, the index provides an adequate quantification
of the role of each of the different factors. This methodology

has been adopted in a number of previous studies (Camargo
et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2011; Jiang et al. 2012; Zhao et al.
2014, 2015a, b, 2018; Hu et al. 2018).

2.4 Statistical significance
The Student’s t test was used to test statistical significance
of the composite differences of all variables including largescale oceanic and atmospheric fields. The Student’s t test
was also used to test for differences in correlations observed
between the two time periods investigated here. All differences noted as significant in the remainder of the manuscript
are significant at the 5% level.

3 Results of the GP statistical analysis
3.1 Linear trends and decadal variability
Annual GP (January–December) over the WNP basin shows
a significant decreasing linear trend of − 0.19% per year
during 1982–2009 (Fig. 1a). The pronounced downward
trend is directly related to the decadal changes of GP over
the WNP basin. Coinciding with the Pacific climate regime
shift around 1998, as suggested in previous studies (Zhao
and Wang 2016, 2018; Hu et al. 2018), the GP over the
WNP basin experienced a significant decrease from 1998 to
2009. Before 1998, the annual-averaged GP is 14.1%, which
is significantly larger than the annual-averaged GP of 10.3%
since 1998. These results are consistent with those reported
by Hennon et al. (2013).
The significantly suppressed GP over the WNP basin
since 1998 is found to be due to combined changes in both
TCCs and TCs over the WNP basin during the recent period
(Fig. 1a). The number of TCs over the WNP basin shows
a significant decrease from 1998 to 2009 compared to the
period from 1982 to 1997. The annual averaged TC count is
36 from 1982 to 1997, while the annual TC count is 30 from
1998 to 2009. In contrast, the number of TCCs experienced
a significant increase during recent years compared to the
average from 1982 to 1997. The average annual TCC count
from 1982 to 1997 is 256 which increased significantly to
299 TCCs per year during 1998–2009.
Examination of the changes of GP over the WNP basin
on seasonal timescales between the two sub-periods before
1998 and since 1998 suggests that the recent decrease in
annual-averaged GP since 1998 is largely due to the significant decrease of boreal summer (July–October) GP (figure
not shown). During the boreal summer, a significant downward trend of − 0.39% per year is observed for GP during
the full time period investigated from 1982 to 2009 (Fig. 1b).
Note that the linear downward trend for GP during the boreal
summer is larger than twice the annual linear (− 0.39 vs.
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Fig. 1  a Time series of the
annual (i.e., January–December)
western North Pacific (WNP)
tropical cloud clusters (TCCs)
(white bars), tropical cyclones
(TCs) (grey bars; multiplied
by 5), and genesis productivity (GP) (black solid line). The
annual averaged TCs, TCCs
and GP during 1982–1997 and
1998–2009 are indicated with
a blue solid line, a yellow solid
line, and a black dotted line,
respectively. The linear trend
in GP from 1982 to 2009 is
indicated by the red solid line.
b As in a a except for the boreal
summer from July to October

− 0.19) trend over the WNP basin. Moreover, the significant
decrease of GP during the boreal summer over the WNP
basin since the late 1990s can be readily seen (Fig. 1b), with
an average GP of 22.8% from 1982 to 1997 and an average GP of 14.1% from 1998 to 2009. Therefore, we mainly
focus on the analyses of boreal summer GP and the associated possible explanations in the following sections, unless
otherwise indicated.

3.2 Changes in the spatial distribution of GP
In addition to the observed change in GP over the WNP
basin around 1998, there are also significant differences
in the spatial distribution in GP. As shown in Fig. 2a, b,
TCCs tend to concentrate in a region between 5°N–20°N,
100°E–180° during both sub-periods which coincides
well with the main development region (MDR) for WNP
TC activity. There is, however, a large difference in the
frequency of occurrence with more TCCs observed since
1998. An obvious westward shift in TC genesis location
over the WNP basin during recent decades has occurred,
with a significant decrease in TCs over the eastern region
of the WNP basin also occurring since 1998 (Fig. 2c).
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Figure 2c also shows that TCCs have increased in a relatively spatially uniform manner, which is in pronounced
contrast to the TC genesis shifts just discussed.
To further examine the changes of the spatial distribution of the GP, the whole WNP basin is divided into two
sub-regions: (1) 0°–30°N, 100°E–140°E—the western portion of the WNP basin and (2) 0°–30°N, 140°E–18°0—the
eastern portion of the WNP basin. The recent decrease of
GP over the WNP basin is mainly due to a sharp decrease
in GP over the eastern portion of the WNP basin (Fig. 3).
Over the eastern portion of the WNP basin, GP decreased
from an average of 22.2% during 1982–1997 to 11.0% during 1998–2009 (Fig. 3). This result is a combination of
significantly increased TCCs and significantly decreased
TCs over this region in recent decades. In contrast, a small
decrease of GP is observed over the western region of
the WNP basin during recent decades, with a GP average
of 19.6% during 1982–1997 and a GP average of 17.2%
during 1998–2009 (Fig. 3c). This modest decrease in GP
over the western portion of the WNP basin is due to a
significant increase of TCCs which is partly cancelled out
by a moderate increase in TCs.
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Fig. 2  Spatial distribution of boreal summer (July–October) tropical cloud clusters (TCCs) (shading) and tropical cyclones (TCs) (contour) over
the WNP basin for the two sub-periods: a 1982–1997 and b 1998–2009, and their difference: c (1998–2009 minus 1982–1997)

4 Changes in the large‑scale environment
4.1 Spatiotemporal changes in large‑scale factors
associated with the recent decrease in GP
SST, 600 hPa relative humidity, 850 hPa relative vorticity
and vertical wind shear are now compared between the two
sub-periods before 1998 and since 1998 (Fig. 4). Over the
whole WNP basin, significantly warmer SST are observed
from 1998 to 2009 than were observed from 1982 to 1997

(Fig. 4a). Significant enhancements in mid-level moisture
are also observed over most of the WNP during the recent
decade, except for a significant decrease over the South
China Sea (SCS) (Fig. 4b). These observed thermodynamic
changes are conducive for enhancing both TCCs and TCs
over the WNP basin. In contrast, a moderate decrease in 850
hPa relative vorticity is observed over the WNP basin during 1998–2009 (Fig. 4c), which would play a negative role
in formation of both TCs and TCCs. The recent observed
increase of vertical wind shear, especially over the eastern
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Fig. 3  Time series of boreal
summer (July–October) tropical
cloud clusters (TCCs), tropical
cyclones (TCs) and genesis productivity (GP) over the western
region [0°–30°N, 100°E–140°E]
and eastern region [0°–30°N,
140°E–180°] of the WNP basin
during 1982–2009, and their
corresponding average indicated
by the dashed lines. The differences of averaged TCCs, TCs
and TCCGP between the two
sub-periods and the associated
P-value are shown in the right
box

portion of the WNP basin (Fig. 4d), is favorable for the
formation and development of TCCs but is unfavorable for
TC genesis. This distinct role of vertical wind shear in TC
genesis and TCC genesis has been noted in previous studies (Zehr 1992; Gray 1998; Kerns and Zipser 2009; Kerns
and Chen 2013). To reinforce this observation, we compute
the correlation between vertical wind shear and TCC and
TC counts over the eastern portion of the WNP basin. As
expected, a significant negative correlation of − 0.58 is
observed between TC count and vertical wind shear from
1982 to 2009 (Fig. 5a). In contrast, a positive correlation of
0.49 is observed between TCC count and vertical wind shear
(Fig. 5b). These results imply that changes of vertical wind
shear are likely one of the most important factors affecting
TCC changes between the two sub-periods over the WNP
basin. The underlying physical mechanism responsible for
the development and genesis of TCCs merit a further study.
When large-scale factors are averaged over the whole
WNP basin and compared between the two sub-periods, only
SST experiences a significant increase since 1998, while
the mid-level moisture, vertical wind shear, and low-level
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vorticity have no significant change, as seen in Table 1.
While mid-level moisture averaged over the whole WNP
basin did not undergo a significant change, most of the WNP
basin did experience a significant increase (Fig. 4b) which
has been compensated in the basinwide average by a significant decrease over the SCS.
The analysis of the differences between the two sub-periods separating the WNP into a western and eastern region is
shown in Table 2. Only the SSTs have significantly increased
over both the eastern and western regions of WNP basin in
the recent decades. The decreased low-level relative vorticity
over the two sub-regions during the recent decades is not statistically significant. A small decrease in mid-level relative
humidity is seen since 1998 over the western portion of the
WNP basin, which is related to its significant decrease over
the SCS (Fig. 4c). In contrast, mid-level moisture significantly
increased over the eastern portion of the WNP basin during
1998–2009. The vertical wind shear over the eastern portion of
the WNP has significantly increased over the recent decades,
but the decrease over the western portion of the WNP leads
to a small insignificant increase for the entire WNP basin. In
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Fig. 4  Composite boreal summer (July–October) differences
(1998–2009 minus 1982–1997)
of the spatial distribution for
sea surface temperatures (SST)
(a), 600 hPa relative humidity
(b), 850 hPa relative vorticity
(c) and vertical wind shear (d).
The diagonal line represents
statistically significant at the
95% confidence level

summary, the recent decrease of GP over the WNP basin is the
result of the combined spatiotemporal changes of the largescale environment. The changes in thermodynamic factors
during recent decades (e.g., increased SST and increased midlevel moisture) are favorable for TCC genesis over the WNP
basin. Increased vertical wind shear over the eastern portion of
the WNP basin has also aided in causing a significant increase
of TCCs over the WNP basin during 1998–2009. These TCCenhancing effects are partly offset by a moderate decrease of

850 hPa relative vorticity over the WNP basin as a whole and
particularly by a significant decrease in the eastern region.

4.2 Relative importance of large‑scale
environmental factors contributing
to the recent decrease in GP
Inter-decadal changes in large-scale environmental conditions are responsible for the observed changes in TCCs and
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As shown in Fig. 6a, the observed differences in the GPI
over the WNP basin correspond well to the observed differences in GP over the WNP basin between the two subperiods. There is some inconsistency noted over the region
from 0 to 10°N, 140°E–155°E. Nevertheless, there is good
consistency between GP and GPI over the MDR of the WNP
basin, indicating that the GPI has considerable skill in representing the changes of GP at least over the key region from
10°N–20°N, 100°E–180°. The separate role of each of the
four factors included in the GPI is displayed in Fig. 6b–e.
There is a negative GPI difference since 1998 with varying
vertical wind shear (GPI-Shear), varying 850 hPa relative
vorticity (GPI-VOR) and varying PI (GPI-PI) over the MDR
of the WNP basin. In contrast, there is a positive GPI difference since 1998 with varying mid-level relative humidity
(GPI-RH). These changes in spatial patterns together with
the amplitude of GPI differences over the MDR of the WNP
basin (figure not shown), indicate that vertical wind shear
appears to the most important driver in contributing to the
recent decrease of GP, with secondary contributions from
the increased SSTs and decreased low-level vorticity. It is
worth noting that these drivers of the recent decrease in GP
over the WNP are partly cancelled out by enhanced midlevel relative humidity during recent decades.

4.3 Possible explanation for changes
in the environmental factors

Fig. 5  Correlations of inter-annual boreal summer (July–October)
(a) tropical cyclone (TC) counts and (b) tropical cloud cluster (TCC)
counts of the western North Pacific basin with averaged vertical wind
shear averaged over the eastern region [0°–30°N, 140°E–180°] during
1982–2009

TCs and consequently GP over the WNP basin. Using the
GPI analyses following Camargo et al. (2007), the quantitative role of each of these large-scale factors in contributing
to the recent decrease of GP over the WNP basin will now
be assessed.

Different tropical SST anomaly (SSTA) distributions can
drive different atmospheric conditions in the WNP through
both their direct as well as their remote impacts (Wang
et al. 2000; Xie et al. 2009; Zhan et al. 2011; Zhang et al.
2007; Zhao et al. 2014; Hsu et al. 2014). In this study, the
SST difference (1998–2009 minus 1982–1997) shows a
“Mega-La-Nina-like” pattern (Fig. 7a), as suggested by
Wang et al. (2013). Associated with the Mega-La-Niña-like
decadal pattern, there is a corresponding change in lowerand upper-level winds and an associated increase in vertical wind shear especially over the eastern WNP basin due
to the strengthening of the subtropical high and easterly

Table 1  Statistics of the magnitude of environmental factors: sea surface temperature (SST), 850 hPa relative vorticity, vertical wind shear and
600hPa relative humidity, averaged over the whole WNP basin for the two sub-periods 1982–1997 and 1998–2009

1982–1997
1998–2009
Difference
P-value

SST (unit: °C)

850 hPa-VOR (unit: 1 0−6s−1)

Vertical wind shear (unit: m s−1) 600 hPaRHUM (unit:
%)

29.1
29.3
0.2
0.004

2.7
2.3
0.4
0.44

9.7
10.3
0.6
0.11

53.9
54.9
1.0
0.11

Their difference (1998–2009 minus 1982–1997) and the p-values are also listed. Differences that are significant at the 5% level are highlighted in
bold
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Table 2  Statistics of the magnitude of environmental factors: sea surface temperature (SST), 850 hPa relative vorticity, vertical wind shear
and 600 hPa relative humidity, averaged over the western portion [0°–
850hPa-VOR (unit:10−6s−1)

SST (unit: °C)
Western
region
1982–1997 29.1
1998–2009 29.3
Difference
0.2
P value
0.031

30°N, 100°E–140°E] and eastern portion [0°–30°N, 140°E–180°] of
the WNP basin for the two sub-periods 1982–1997 and 1998–2009
Vertical wind shear (unit: m
s−1)

Eastern region Western
region

Eastern region Western
region

29.1
29.2
0.1
0.009

2.1
1.4
− 0.7
0.27

3.3
3.3
0.0
0.99

11.8
11.8
0.0
0.98

600hPa-RHUM (unit: %)

Eastern region Western
region
7.6
8.6
1.0
0.008

59.3
58.3
− 1.0
0.24

Eastern region
48.4
51.6
3.2
0.003

Fig. 6   a Difference (1998–
2009 minus 1982–1997) of the
averaged boreal summer (July–
October) Genesis Potential
Index varying all four variables
(GPI-Total) and the difference
of GP. Also displayed are the
values of the difference in the
GPI varying: b vertical wind
shear (GPI-Shear), c 850 hPa
relative vorticity (GPI-VOR)
(d) potential intensity (GPI-PI)
and e 600 hPa relative humidity
(GPI-RH)

trade winds (Wang et al. 2013; Kosaka and Xie 2013; England et al. 2014; Lin and Chan 2015). These changes then
enhance the moisture transport over the WNP basin (Fig. 7).
As expected, the boreal summer low-level monsoon trough
(MT) and the tropical upper tropospheric trough (TUTT),
characterized by the large-scale environment over the WNP
basin, show corresponding inter-decadal changes. Similar to
Hu et al. (2018), the boreal summer (July–October) TUTT
is identified by relative vorticity of 5∉10−6 s−1 at 200hPa,
and the MT is identified by relative vorticity of 4∉10−6 s−1
at 850hPa. Observations indicate that there is a westward
retreat of the MT and a westward shift of the TUTT over

the WNP basin during the recent decades (Fig. 7b). Following Wang and Wu (2016), we find that there has been a
substantial westward shift of the TUTT cell and a northward
expansion of the TUTT cell (figure not shown). These shifts
result in decreased low-level vorticity and increased vertical wind shear, especially over the eastern portion of the
WNP basin (Fig. 7b). Studies suggest that these circulation
changes respond to changes in the global tropical SSTA pattern (Chan 2008; Wang et al. 2013, Hsu et al. 2014; Zhao
and Wang 2016, 2018; Hu et al. 2018).
However, the underlying physical mechanism for the
changes in the large-scale atmospheric patterns over the
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Fig. 7  a Differences (1998–
2009 minus 1982–1997) in
boreal summer (July–October) vertically-integrated
moisture flux (QUV, vector,
103 kg m−1 s−1). b Differences
(1998–2009 minus 1982–1997)
in boreal summer (July–October) zonal vertical wind shear
between 200 and 850hPa
(shading, m s−1). The boreal
summer (July–October) TUTT
is identified by relative vorticity
of 5 ∉ 1 0−6s−1 at 200 hPa for
1998–2009 (green dashed line)
and 1982–1997 (black dashed
line). The boreal summer (July–
October) MT is identified by
relative vorticity of 4 ∉ 10−6 s−1
at 200 hPa for the 1998–2009
(black solid line) and 1982–
1997 (green solid line). The
western North Pacific subtropical high (SH) is indicated by the
purple solid line for 1998–2009
and the purple dashed line for
1982–1997. The western North
Pacific subtropical high (SH)
indicated by the 5870-gpm line
of the 500 hPa geopotential
height field is plotted by the
purple solid line for 1998–2009
and the purple dashed line for
1982–1997

WNP basin remains unclear. Most recent studies have
focused on the impact of changes of SST patterns in specific
regions on circulation changes over other specific regions.
For example, the recent significant decrease in the low-level
circulation in the southeastern portion of the WNP basin has
been mainly tied to anomalously warm SSTs in the tropical
Indo-Pacific Ocean (Chan 2008, Hsu et al. 2014). Warm
SST anomalies in the tropical Indian Ocean can enhance
atmospheric anticyclonic anomalies to their east over the
WNP basin by exciting a warm tropospheric equatorial
Kelvin wave (Xie et al. 2009; Zhan et al. 2011; Tao et al.
2012). Other studies have shown that anomalous cooling
in the eastern Pacific can play an important role in causing
unfavorable conditions for TC genesis in the southeastern
part of the WNP (Wang and Chan 2002; Camargo et al.2005;
Chan 2008; Zhao et al. 2011, 2014; Hus et al. 2014; Hu
et al. 2018). The impact of North Atlantic SST anomalies on
changes in the large-scale environment affecting TC activity
over the WNP basin have also been recently addressed (Huo
et al. 2015; Yu et al. 2016; Gao et al. 2017).
While the importance of changes in regional SSTA
in modulating the WNP circulations and the associated
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large-scale factors has been explicitly indicated, the quantitative contributions of SSTA changes in different basins to
the changes of the large-scale environment over the WNP
basin should be further explored.

5 Summary
The significantly reduced TC frequency over the WNP basin
since the late 1990s has been well documented in previous
studies (Maue 2011; Liu and Chan 2013; Hu et al. 2014,
2018; Zhao and Wang 2016, 2018). While TCCs are typically referred to as precursors for TC genesis, studies on the
variability of genesis productivity (GP, TCCs developing
into TCs) at longer time scales remains limited. The longerrecord of TCCs from 1982 to 2009 described in Hennon
et al. (2011) provides a venue to further understand interdecadal changes of GP over the WNP basin. In this study, we
pose the question: how has the GP changed over the WNP
basin in recent decades?
This study shows a significant decrease of GP over the
WNP basin since 1998, coinciding with the abrupt decrease
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of TC frequency over the WNP basin during recent decades.
The recent decrease of GP over the WNP basin is further
found to be mainly due to the significant decrease in GP
over the eastern portion of the WNP basin from 1998 to
2009. Over the eastern portion of the WNP basin, significantly more TCCs and significantly fewer TCs are found.
In contrast, no apparent change of GP over the western
region of WNP basin is observed over the longer period
(1982–2009). The positive role of the significant increase
of TCCs in increasing GP over the western region of WNP
basin is reduced by the moderate increase of TCs over this
region.
The recent decrease of GP over the WNP basin is found
to be closely associated with changes in the large-scale environment. Our analysis suggests that enhanced vertical wind
shear is the most important factor for reducing GP over the
WNP basin by enhancing TCCs and reducing TCs during
the recent decades, especially over the eastern portion of the
WNP basin. Secondary positive contributions to the recent
decrease of GP over the WNP basin are found to be from
increased SST and decreased low-level vorticity. These positive contributions to the reduced GP over the WNP basin
during 1998–2009 are partly cancelled out by enhanced
mid-level moisture. Changes of the large-scale environment appear to be closely associated with changes of the
tropical SSTA pattern. In particular, the difference in SST
(1998–2009 minus 1982–1997) shows a “Mega-La-Ninalike” decadal pattern. In response to such a Mega-La Ninalike pattern, there is an observed westward shift of the TUTT
and a westward retreat of the MT over the WNP basin. This
drives enhanced vertical wind shear and decreased lowlevel vorticity, especially over the eastern portion of the WP
basin (Wang et al. 2013; Kosaka and Xie 2013; England
et al. 2014; Lin and Chan 2015). However, the quantitative
modulation of the large-scale atmospheric environment over
the WNP due to changes in SSTs over various portions of the
globe has yet to be fully assessed. These WNP atmospheric
changes need to be examined not only considering regional
impacts of SSTs but from an integrated global perspective
examining SSTs in different basins.
As a final remark, in this study we performed an exploratory analysis of the inter-decadal changes of the relationship
between TCCs and TCs over the WNP basin. As indicated
by Hennon et al. (2013), the quality of the TCC data prior
to 1998 may introduce some uncertainty in the results of
this study. Therefore, we stress the need to test our observational results with more numerical simulations and additional observational analyses.
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